BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: EPM1, caused by mutations in the CSTB gene, is the most common form of PME. The most incapacitating symptom of EPM1 is action-activated and stimulus-sensitive myoclonus. The clinical severity of the disease varies considerably among patients, but so far, no correlations have been observed between quantitative structural changes in the brain and clinical parameters such as duration of the disease, age at onset, or myoclonus severity. The aim of this study was to evaluate possible changes in CTH of patients with EPM1 compared with healthy controls and to correlate those changes with clinical parameters.
P
ME are a heterogeneous group of neurologic disorders characterized by myoclonus, epilepsy, and progressive neurologic deterioration. 1 The most common form of PME is EPM1 (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man, 254800; http:// www.omim.org), an autosomal recessively inherited disorder caused by mutations in the CSTB gene.
2 EPM1 occurs worldwide, but its prevalence is increased in certain populations (eg, in Finland), where its incidence is about 1:20,000 births per year, 3 and in the western Mediterranean countries. 4 The symptoms at onset are action-activated and stimulus-sensitive myoclonic jerks or tonic-clonic epileptic seizures, or both. Patients exhibit spontaneous myoclonus, and they are also usually sensitive to exogenic stimuli, especially to photic stimulation, but also to light touch, sounds, passive movements, or initiation of motor activity. The age at onset is typically between 6 and 16 years. Cognitive decline is mild or absent. 5 There are only a few previous imaging reports investigating EPM1. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Loss of bulk in the pons and cerebellum 6 and loss of GM volume in cortical motor areas and thalami have been reported. 10 These structural findings may explain the occurrence of devastating myoclonic symptoms in EPM1.
The myoclonic jerks are often provoked by a variety of exogenic stimuli 5 ; however, morphologic changes in the sensory cortical areas of the brain have not been reported, to our knowledge. In addition, there is considerable variation in the severity of the disease among patients and even within the same family, 5 but to the best of our knowledge, no correlations between quantitative structural changes in the brain and clinical parameters such as the duration of the disease, age at onset, or myoclonus severity have been investigated so far.
CTH analysis is a novel method that has been proposed as being a more sophisticated alternative to volumetric and VBM methods to measure regional brain atrophy. 11 This method has been shown to be reliable in detecting changes in cortical morphology both at the single subject and the group level, and it provides a direct quantitative measure of thickness of the cerebral cortex. 12 It has shown promise as a sensitive imaging biomarker in mild cognitive impairment as well as in Alzheimer disease, autism, and temporal lobe epilepsy, [13] [14] [15] but it has not been used in EPM1.
The aim of this study was to investigate possible regional alterations in the CTH of patients with EPM1 compared with healthy controls and to correlate those changes with clinical symptoms suggesting both motor and sensory cortical hyperexcitability. 
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Clinical Assessment of Patients with EPM1
Patients' medical histories were collected from medical records and by interviewing patients and their relatives. Their score on the UMRS test panel was evaluated as part of the clinical examination. UMRS is a quantitative 74-item clinical rating instrument comprising 8 sections. 16 In the present study, 3 sections were used to evaluate the severity of myoclonus: "Stimulus Sensitivity" (maximum score 17), "Myoclonus with Actio" (maximum score 160), and "Functional Test" (maximum score 28). These sections were video-recorded and evaluated by using a standard protocol. 16 Higher UMRS scores are indicative of more severe myoclonus.
MR Imaging Acquisition Protocol and Data Analysis
MR imaging was performed on a clinical 1.5T scanner (Avanto; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The imaging protocol included T1-and T2-weighted spin-echo sequences, a fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequence, and T1-weighted 3D images (magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition of gradient echo: TR, 1980 ms; TE, 3.09 ms; flip angle, 15°; matrix, 256 ϫ 256; 176 sagittal sections with section thickness varying between 1.0 and 1.2 mm depending on the size of the head; and in-section resolution of 1.0 ϫ 1.0 mm). A neuroradiologist (P.K.) assessed all conventional images visually for focal abnormalities.
CTH Analysis
CTH analysis was conducted by using the pipelining method developed at the McConnell Brain Imaging Centre, Montreal Neurologic Institute, McGill University, Montreal, Canada (http://www2. bic.mni.mcgill.ca/). All subjects' T1-weighted 3D images were registered to standard space by using the International Consortium for Brain Mapping 152 template 17 and corrected for nonuniformity artifacts. 18 The images were then segmented into WM, GM, and CSF by using the intensity-normalized stereotaxic environment for classification of tissues (INSECT) algorithm, 19 and the magnitude of the partial volume effect was estimated. 20 The brains were then automatically divided into 2 separate hemispheres. By using the constrained Laplacian anatomic segmentation using proximity (CLASP) algorithm, 21, 22 the inner and outer surfaces of the cortex were extracted according to intersections between WM and GM (WM surface) as well as GM and CSF (GM surface), and the distance between the 2 surfaces was calculated at 40,962 nodes per hemisphere with the t-link metric. 12 The thickness calculations were performed on each subject's native space and were then transformed back to standard space for the group analysis. The data were then smoothed with a 20-mm surfacebased diffusion-smoothing kernel before the statistical analysis. 23 The peak voxels of the significantly thinned cortical areas were defined by searching the highest t values and their coordinates in the images by using BrainView software (McConnell Brain Imaging Centre). The location of each peak voxel was then verified from an anatomic atlas. 24 
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses of CTH were performed according to the general linear model with Matlab R2007b (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). Significant between-group differences were tested by using a t test with a threshold of P Ͻ .0001, corrected for multiple comparisons with the FDR method. 25 Age, sex, and voxel size of the original image were used as nuisance variables. The correlations between clinical parameters and cortical thickness of patients with EPM1 were tested in every node by examining whether the variation in CTH correlated with the variation in clinical parameters. Sex and voxel size of the original image were used as nuisance variables. Statistical analyses of demographic data were performed with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences for Windows, Version 17 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois).
Results
Demographic and clinical data of the patients are presented in Table 1 . When assessed visually, no focal signal intensity abnormalities in the conventional images were found. Statistical differences in CTH between the patients with EPM1 and healthy controls at group level are presented in detail in Fig 1 and Table 2 . The EPM1 group displayed widespread thinning of the cortex in both hemispheres. The effects were more extensive in the left hemisphere.
Group Analysis of CTH
The most significant alterations in the sensorimotor cortex were detected in the paracentral lobule bilaterally and in the depth of the central sulcus bilaterally. There was also thinning of the bilateral premotor and supplementary motor cortices and Broca area.
The most pronounced changes in the visual cortical areas were detected bilaterally in the primary visual cortices (pericalcarine cortex). There was also thinning of the associative visual areas in the occipital lobes and the parietal associative cortex, as well as bilaterally in the temporal association cortex. Changes in the auditory areas were detected in the left primary auditory cortex. The parietal association cortex (precuneus) was bilaterally involved. Figure 2 illustrates the correlation between the mean CTH and age in both patients with EPM1 and controls. CTH was reduced with increasing age in both groups, but in patients, the alterations were confined to more limited areas of the sensorimotor, primary, and associative visual and primary auditory cortices (P Ͻ .01) (Fig 2A) , whereas in controls, the age-related thinning was more diffuse throughout the hemispheres (P Ͻ .01) (Fig 2B) . Furthermore, the cortex in the affected areas in patients with EPM1 was thinner than that in controls.
CTH Correlations to Clinical Parameters
In a univariate analysis, there was a significant negative correlation between the duration of the disease and CTH in the same regions as the age effects in EPM1 (P Ͻ .01). When age was included in the analysis as a nuisance variable, the correlations did not survive the FDR correction.
There was also a significant negative correlation between the "Myoclonus with Action" score and CTH, especially in the pars opercularis and supramarginal gyrus bilaterally, but also in the superior and inferior parietal gyri (parietal association cortex), visual areas, and the premotor and prefrontal cortices bilaterally (P Ͻ .05) (Fig 3) . When illness duration was included as a nuisance variable, the correlations did not survive the FDR correction.
The correlation analysis between CTH and the age at onset did not reveal any significant results.
Discussion
The aim of the present MR imaging study was to evaluate possible regional alterations in CTH between patients with EPM1 and healthy controls in a larger patient population by using CTH as a detailed quantitative measure. Furthermore, the correlations between the cortical changes and several clinical parameters such as the "Myoclonus with Action" score were explored to study whether the imaging biomarkers would be sensitive and specific for the disease and could possibly further elucidate the complex clinical picture of EPM1. In agreement with previous VBM findings, 10 significant and progressive thinning of the cortical motor areas of patients with EPM1 was found in comparison with those of the healthy controls. This type of thinning of the motor cortex has not been reported previously, to our knowledge, and it may be related to the most disabling symptoms in EPM1 (ie, myoclonus). In previous MEG studies, the origin of cortical myoclonus has been localized to the sensorimotor cortex. 26, 27 As a novel finding, we discovered extensive changes in the cortical sensory areas, the visual areas, and the auditory areas as well. Cortical thinning in the sensory areas extended well beyond the primary and secondary somatosensory, visual, and auditory cortices. For instance, the parietal association cortex was extensively affected. This area is involved in important cortical functions, (eg, visual localization of objects; elaboration of motor programs necessary to reach these objects; spatial perception; spatial memory in collaboration with the visual association cortex; and auditory functions, especially in the supramarginal gyrus in conjunction with the auditory association cortex). 28 The areas of regionally reduced cortical thickness were in parallel with the severity of the action myoclonic symptoms of EPM1. Alterations in the visual and auditory cortices thus seem to be congruent with the stimulussensitive nature of the symptoms. The myoclonus in EPM1 can be triggered by different kinds of sensory stimuli, such as photic stimuli, sudden or loud noises, or touching (eg, during a neurologic examination). These stimuli can provoke myoclonic jerks that can be severe enough to cause the subject to fall down. They may also generalize into a series of myoclonic seizures or even evoke status myoclonicus (continuous myoclonic jerks involving a semiloss of consciousness).
5
The cellular mechanisms causing the cortical thinning in EPM1 remain unclear because the pathophysiology of the disease is still poorly understood. The limited histopathologic data of EPM1 have revealed a loss of cerebellar Purkinje and granular cells and degeneration and loss of neurons in the cerebral cortex, striatum, thalamus, and brain stem nuclei. [29] [30] [31] [32] Transcranial magnetic stimulation 33, 34 and MEG 35 studies have pointed to impaired sensorimotor cortical inhibition in EPM1. An absence of activation of the SII has been reported in patients who exhibited more severe motor symptoms, 36 and the authors speculated that deficient activation of the SII could account for the disturbed sensorimotor integration, contributing to impaired movement coordination. The same phenomenon may be reflected in our finding that the "Myoclonus with Action" score correlated negatively with CTH in the sensory areas, including the SII area. Patients with more severe myoclonus had thinner sensorimotor cortical areas than patients with milder symptoms.
On the basis of the results of the present study, one cannot be absolutely certain that the process of cortical thinning in EPM1 is progressive, though the duration of the disease correlated negatively with CTH in univariate analysis. Because all the clinical parameters we have evaluated seem to correlate with each other as well as with CTH, it is difficult to totally separate their effects. Age correlated negatively with CTH in both patients and controls, but in patients, the findings were more limited. Thus the progression of cortical thinning cannot be explained by age alone. As can be seen in the scatterplots in Fig 2, the affected cortical areas seemed to be thinner in patients with EPM1 than in controls, even in young individuals. The onset of EPM1 is in early childhood or late adolescence, the peak being around 12-13 years 37 ; before the onset of symptoms, the disease process has probably already had an effect on the brain. This might explain the more limited agerelated thinning of the cortex in patients with EPM1.
In the control group, the effects of aging were consistent with previous reports of age affecting the prefrontal and parietal cortices negatively, as well as the GM around the central sulcus, and the relative sparing of the temporal and parahippocampal cortices. 38, 39 Other investigations have also found that the occipital lobes, particularly the visual cortex, are negatively affected by age. 38, 40 In a study of normal aging with 883 participants, the results were fairly similar to those in our study. 41 In the present study, the pericalcarine cortex was relatively spared in healthy controls, but most interesting, it was more extensively affected in patients with EPM1. The mean age of the control group in our study was 33 years, which is substantially younger than that in previous reports, and this might explain some of the differences in the results.
There was some variation (1-1.2 mm) in the section thickness of the MR images, which is a limitation in the present study. However, from 123 scans, in only 16 did the section thickness differ from 1 mm, and section thickness was also included as a nuisance variable in the statistical analyses. Therefore, it should not affect the results significantly. CTH analysis concentrates on the cerebral cortex and cannot be applied to deep GM, the cerebellum, or WM, which can be considered as another limitation of this study. In the future, it may be possible to gather more information on the subcortical pathways by using diffusion tensor imaging.
Conclusions
CTH analysis revealed extensive changes in the sensorimotor, visual, and auditory cortical areas of patients with EPM1. Regional thinning of those areas seemed to increase with the duration of the disease and correlated significantly with the degree of the complex clinical motor symptoms. Alterations in the visual and auditory cortices seem to be congruent with the stimulus-sensitive nature of the symptoms. With these results, we hope to advance our understanding of the functional foundation underpinning EPM1. Future MR imaging and neurophysiologic studies will be needed to investigate possible abnormalities in subcortical structures such as the WM tracts to gain more insight into the pathophysiology and causative mechanisms of EPM1. 
